
KMA 135 R Skin Only
Versatile battery motor for every garden
project

If you, as a professional in gardening and landscaping or as a
municipality, have many different tasks to perform and want to
work as flexibly as possible, then the STIHL KMA 135 R is ideal.
This battery-operated KombiMotor can be used with almost all
STIHL KombiTools so that you only have to connect the right tool to
the coupling piece as required. KMA 135 R cannot be used with the
FSB-KM.

The speed of the powerful EC motor can be continuously adjusted
using the control handle. You can set one of three preset speed levels
that you can use as an energy-saving mode . Since the motor of the
STIHL KMA 135 R also works very quietly, you can work in noise-
sensitive areas and without hearing protection . To increase the
service life of the engine, it is equipped with an air filter with metal
grille . This ensures optimal cooling and is also easy to clean. For a
high degree of freedom of movement, even in narrow spaces, the
STIHL KMA 135 R combination motor is equipped with a all-round
handle with a step limiter . The step limiter ensures that your feet
and legs cannot get too close to the tool. The device housing of the
KMA 135 is prepared for the STIHL Smart Connector 2 A.

All cordless tools within the STIHL AP system are designed for
professional users and for daily use even under adverse weather
conditions, such as rain.

Product RRP

KMA 135 R Skin Only $649.00
(incl. GST)



Technical Details
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Length mm 960

Weight kg 3.4

Rated Voltage V 36

 Basic device to socket
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https://crt.stihl-dealer.com.au/en-au/






Features

 PLEASE NOTE: Reserving STIHL Products

Standard
EC-Motor
The STIHL electric motor (EC) is extremely energy efficient, lightweight and compact. It runs quietly, generates very low vibrations and
does not require servicing.

Control handle with speed control
The maximum speed can be adjusted to three different levels depending on the task at hand. This saves you energy and extends the
battery runtime. The control handle has “Operator Presence Control” with a self-resetting locking lever. This means that it is not possible
to start the device up unintentionally.

Loop Handle
The loop handled grass trimmers and brushcutters are ideal for working in areas where space is limited, e.g. thinning between bushes
and shrubs.

These products can be reserved online with no obligation and picked up at your local STIHL Dealer. As your satisfaction is of particular
importance to us, we provide you with extensive in-store personal instruction including safe handling plus professional advice and
service to ensure you get the most out of your STIHL purchase. * Sale price and availability may vary from store to store.


